The end of the world started when a Pegasus landed on the hood of Nico’s car. “So Nico, you are the son of Hades?” asked Hazel. “Yeah,” Nico sighed. Then I heard a thump on my car. “Why is there a Pegasus on the the hood of the car?” Hazel asked. Then the pegasus let out a whinny. “Whoa boy” Nico said. “I will turn into a Pegasus and try to understand what he is saying,” said Hazel. “He is saying that you need to go to camp half-blood right now because there are some issues there like giants attacking the other campers and there are lots of monsters attacking the Aeries cabin.” “Bye hazel, see you soon! Well, as long as I survive the war and not destroy Mount Olympus” said Nico before he left. Soon Nico got to camp and he saw fire on the Heptatas cabin and giants destroying the training arena. Worst of all, a Titan was their leader! So, Nico hopped of the pegasus and went to the Titan. As soon as he got there he saw Bone and Bane. They looked different from when he had last seen them. Bane had arms covered in purple scales like a dragon and bone had a bone arm and a bone leg, It was really weird! ‘Guys you look different, You look kinda humanoid’ Nico told them. ‘Hey its fine man!’ They both said. They were already helping with the Titan problem. “You finally got to camp,” Bone said. “Yeah,” Nico replied. “Now back to the Titan problem,” Bone said. Soon Nico, Bone, and Bane got tired and yelled for Mrs. Oleary to come and help them. By the way, Mrs. Oleary is a death dog. They were chasing off a giant when a giant ‘boom’ went off in the woods. A legion of monsters stormed into the camp. An apollo camper jumped onto a giant scorpion and rode it like it was a chariot and chased other monsters. Then, a giant crashed onto the Aphrodite cabin and then a camper got a Pegasus and
made it bite the giant. A golden chariot came to the giant and it kicked the giant. “I will go to the giant and help the Apollo cabin,” said Bone. Soon the Titan was defeated and then Nico and Bane went to find Bone. They found him helping the Apollo cabin just like he said he would. Then BOOM, there was a forest fire! All of the tree nymphs ran out of the forest screaming.

One of the people from the Poseidon cabin summoned the water and put the fire out. Next, Gea made an earthquake and another giant came out of the ground. “Help me Nico, open the ground and make the giant fall through it,” yelled a Heptatus camper. Nico opened the ground and the giant fell through just before the ground closed. Bane hopped onto the golden chariot and went to another giant, then Biarries came to the rescue.

All of a sudden, a hole bunch of monsters came through the entrance of the Labyrinth. There were at least 200 billion monsters. The ground ripped open and on a skeleton horse was Hades with a lot of Minions behind him. The war was equal. The Minotaur tried to attack Nico. The minotaur swung his arms to try to catch him but he missed. Bane came and attacked the Minotaur and it got the Minotaur good and the Minotaur disintegrate into gold dust. Then Nico and Bane were helping Hades’ Minions against a giant. They won but more kept coming out of the hole, Soon there were so many monsters that the whole camp was full of monsters. We were losing the fight but then my friend Leo came with a lot of Greek fire and his friends Piper and Jason. Piper and Jason were flying the Argo II and destroying lots of giants and monsters. Just then, the Argo II crashed into the ground but Jason and Piper lived through it. Then a sea monster came out of the sea onto dry land and attacked the Aeries cabin.
and then it attacked the Apollo cabin and finally, the Big House. Then out of no where Artemis and her hunters came and destroyed the sea monster as a Greek fire hit a death dog. Hades put on his helm of darkness and soon most of the monsters were gone until a Drakon came to destroy everything. About 9000 billion more monsters came. The party ponies came to the rescue but they did not stay on the ground for long. All the monsters were getting beaten but more monsters kept on coming. The Drakon was beat but more drakon kept coming then some of the campers got an idea to go and close the boulders around the entrance to the Labyrinth. They did that and all of the monsters were defeated. Then THUMP, THUMP, THUMP. The ground split open and all of the Titans and monsters came out of the opening and started destroying lots of things. All of the minor gods came and helped with the battle. Then all of the gods came to help to. The names of them are Hermes, Zeus, Heptatus, Artemus, Poseidon, Hades, Athena and more. Pan, the god of wild places, let out a horrible sound then all of the titans were defeated except for Kronos. He got away, soon the war was over and we won the war.